
EXPLOSIVE NEW TREND FOR PRIVATE INVESTIGATORS!

PRIVATE 
INVESTIGATOR'S IDENTITY THEFT 

CASE KIT AND NAIS CERTIFICATION IN 
IDENTITY THEFT  CASE SOLVING, 

INVESTIGATION  AND  PREVENTION

Identity-Theft Is The Fastest 
Growing Crime In America!

You Can Obtain Massive Case 
Assignments Four Different Ways! 

9.9 Million Victims Were Reported Last 
Year, According To A Federal Trade 

Commission Survey! This 
Certification Shows Private Investigative Professionals  How To Enter A Vast New Market And Help 

Millions Of People Needing Help Right  Now!  Investigate And Resolve Their Identity Theft Problems!

Identity Theft is the fastest growing crime worldwide and this training and certification gives the professional 
private investigator a knowledge base and toolbox to help the massive numbers of people solve their identity  
theft problems. The volume of Identity Theft going on has reached epidemic proportions. This kit and certifi-
cation consists of three training manuals a CD and a DVD training program so the professional investigator 
can have access to all the tools they need to help people with the number one problem in America, Identity 
Theft. People who have Identity Theft problems have had their financial life just about ruined and don't really  
have anywhere or anyone to turn to to straighten out their credit bureau and credit card files. You can be 
their life-saver and collect fees of about $500.00 per case at the same time. This training material teaches 
you the ends and outs of Identity Theft, the laws that apply to it, investigative techniques that uncover it, as 
well as the steps to take and forms to use to correct it. You will find this powerful training packed with facts, 
techniques, law, know-how and ready-made forms that make you an expert at solving a client's Identify Theft 
problems. Aside from becoming an expert at fixing someone's Identity Theft Problems, you will also become 
a security expert on how to vastly reduce the risk of Identity Theft from happening in the first place. Here are 
a few simple questions and answers about providing Identity Theft Resolution, Protection Security Auditing 
and Identity Theft Investigative Services for to your agency. Here is what the  complete NAIS certification 
consists of : (you can obtain the complete certification package all at one time or purchase individual training 
unites) 

    • From Victim To Victor, The Identity Theft Solutions Manual $39.95
    • Legal Forms For Identity Theft Resolution On CD $29.95
    • SafeGuard Your Identity The Book $15.95
    • Preventing Identity Theft The Book By Johnny May, CPP $18.95
    • Identity Theft Prevention And Investigation The DVD $89.00
    • NAIS Certification Test With Certificate On Successful Completion $150.00
      (Must already have the training material to do the certification)
    • Complete Certification Package $295.00

                       More information off of 
http://www.pimall.com/nais/idtheft.html

We have seen a lot of stun guns over the years but  
NOTHING  like this top quality product! 
NEW GENERATION STUN GUN
200,000 VOLT STUN GUN, BRIGHT FLASH LIGHT AND PEPPER 
SPRAY  ALL BUILT INTO ONE POWERFUL UNIT WITH 
RECHARGEABLE BATTERY! More info on the web:  
                http://www.pimall.com/nais/stungunthree.html
On Sale Now! Only $49.95★
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COVERT VIDEO  MYSTERY SHOPPING 
FOR PROFESSIONAL  PRIVATE INVESTIGATORS
How to Make $200,000 A Year Or More  With Video Mystery Shopping
By Cliff Lindquist 
A Mega-Trend In Investigative Services Is Starting To Happen Right Now! About 
every ten or twenty years , we see massive mega trends develop in the private in-
vestigative industry. For those of us who have been around for a while, we have 
seen that happen before our eyes with online searching and the internet. If we go 
back a little further, many investigators can remember the mega-shift and mega 
trend that happened in areas such as video surveillance, pre-employment screening 
and in many other areas of providing private investigative services. The smart inves-

tigators who were able to jump on one of these major new mega trends at the beginning of it are the investi-
gative services that end up with the massive client growth in the years that follow the trend as it develops. 
Technology in the form of inexpensive covert video cameras and micro recording equipment that one can 
carry on the body in a covert manner has merged with mystery shopping to produce a new type of booming 
service private investigative agencies can offer.  This new type of private investigative service is often called 
covert video mystery shopping services.

The Contents Of This Training Material Include
 
! ●  Covert Video Mystery Shopping As An Investigative Service
! ●  Questions And Answers About The Covert video Mystery 
         Shopping Market 
! ●  Target Markets for Covert Video Mystery Shopping Services
! ●  Sample Sales Letters And Marketing Tools To Obtain Clients
! ●  Legal Aspects Of Covert Video Mystery Shopping
! ●  Video Equipment for Covert Video Mystery Shopping Services
! ●  Conducting The Covert Video Mystery Shop 
! ●  Forms And Contracts For Providing A Covert Video Mystery 
                 Shopping Service 
! ●  What you need to know to add covert video mystery shopping 
                 services to your agency

Covert Video Mystery Shops are done by companies such as car dealers, apartment rental businesses, car 
rental agencies and new home builders that do a mystery shop that is covertly video taped so management 
can make sure that their sales people are using the correct sales presentations in private sales. This new 
method of mystery shopping solves a major problem for such companies in that it helps them weed out peo-
ple who are not suitable for professional personal sales presentations as well as helps the company identify 
weak points that can be used in training for the sales and customer service staff. The market is untapped 
right now. These types of cases are typically billed out at between $350.00 to $500.00 each and take be-
tween a half hour to an hour and a half to complete.  The market is right, and the  technology is now in place 
and you can be the  one in your area to start offering this service.   We can assure you that if you do not, 
within the next few years, another investigative agency  will be offering them and you will wish you would 
have been the first one in your area. 

Trends come and go in business and industry and the private investigative profession. Covert Video Mystery  
Shopping in the new and booming trend. It's a proven fact! Those who become involved in a business and 
investigative trend in the early stages of it will make the most money. If you wait, your competition will jump 
on this trend and be obtaining the lucrative assignments while you hesitate to act now. The clients and as-
signments are waiting for you to tap into. To get involved in this explosive growth and booming area of pri-
vate investigation, order your copy today. You will be very glad that you did it.

COVERT VIDEO MYSTERY SHOPPING THE BOOK $45.00
COVERT VIDEO MYSTERY SHOPPING THE CD (forms to modifiy)  $45.00
BEST BUY! BOTH THE BOOK AND THE CD $65.00
! !    More Info On This And Other Manuals On Mystery Shopping: 
! ! !   http://www.pimall.com/nais/bkp.mysteryshopping.html 
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TACTICAL SURVEILLANCE
      THE INVESTIGATOR'S BIBLE!

AN INVESTIGATOR'S GUIDE TO CONDUCTING  
SURVEILLANCE OPERATIONS

By Douglas J. Hagmann

Surveillance is one of the most challenging and difficult tasks that in-
vestigators frequently perform, especially after the events of September 
11,th, 2001. That's because an increase in public awareness of surveil-
lance practices in general has occurred. Every one hundred years or 
so, a manual is developed that becomes the national standard refer-
ence on a specific subject. On the subject of conducting a professional 
surveillance, we believe that you will find that Tactical Surveillance, The 
Investigator's Bible by Douglas J. Hagmann is that manual. Tactical 
Surveillance is a very comprehensive text that will appeal to new and 
veteran investigators alike. It is a field guide for the investigator, provid-

ing essential information, tips, and refreshing ideas that will aid in training the new surveillance 
investigator and assist the veteran investigator. 

You will not find any useless padding in this excellent work. Every page is brimming with clear, 
fresh and crisp references, tips, techniques, and know-how on conducting a tactical surveillance. 
This in depth bible is the very best manual on conducting a tactical surveillance published to date.

Massive In-Depth Contents Include:

• SURVEILLANCE OVERVIEW
• NECESSARY QUALITIES OF A 
• SURVEILLANCE INVESTIGATOR
• INTAKE OF A SURVEILLANCE ASSIGNMENT
• PRE-SURVEILLANCE INVESTIGATION
• INITIAL FIELD INVESTIGATION
• POSITIVE IDENTIFICATION OF A SURVEILLANCE SUBJECT
• SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT  AND PREPARATIONS
• THE SURVEILLANCE VEHICLE
• USE OF PROS, PRETEXTS & SUBTERFUGE TO FACILITATE SURVEILLANCE
• TYPES OF SURVEILLANCE:  AN OVERVIEW
• CONDUCTING MOBILE VEHICULAR SURVEILLANCE
• SURVEILLANCE TIPS AND ADVICE
• PROBLEM SURVEILLANCE AREAS
• AVOIDABLE SURVEILLANCE MISTAKES
• SURVEILLANCE AFTER 9/11
• THE SURVEILLANCE REPORT
• VIDEOTAPE AND PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE
• TESTIFYING IN COURT
•  APPENDIX

The author has logged over 32,000 hours of surveillance and this bible reflects the high quality 
output and end product found in the author's work product. Thomas Investigative Publications, 
Inc. is very proud to offer to the private investigative profession this most outstanding manual by 
one of the leading surveillance investigators of our time. 8 1/2 X 11, wirebound so it lies flat when 
open for easy field reference. Photos, forms, checklists, illustrations, index, 140 pages. $45.00

                      More Details On The Net @ http://www.pimall.com/nais/tacticalsurveillance.html
                   
                      More Surveillance Training Products: http://www.pimall.com/nais/surbks.html
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TRAINING MANUAL ON PRIVATE INVESTIGATION
Essential Techniques And Tricks Of The Trade For 
Modern Private Investigation  - By Michael Corwin

If you want to invest in just one top-of-the-line investigative training manual, 
this is the one. The Training Manual For Private Investigation is a new hall-
mark work just released that will vastly benefit practicing private investiga-
tors, those just entering the profession as well as attorneys, paralegals and 
legal assistants who become involved in conducting investigations. In step-
by-step detail you are shown how to conduct a very successful cost-effective 
investigation and shown the nuts and bolts of collecting the right information 
that is useable during trail or settlement negotiation. Ranging from civil and 

criminal investigations, to skip tracing, assets searching, auto accidents and 
homicide investigations, this excellent training manual is based on fourteen years of conducting 
thousands of investigations by the author. Subject matter includes:

Introduction
 SECTION ONE: THE TOOLS OF INVESTIGATION
 • Chapter 1: Investigative Interviewing
 • Chapter 2: Locating And Reviewing Public records
 • Chapter 3: Other Sources Of Information
 • Chapter 4: Investigative Photography

SECTION TWO: CONDUCTING THE INVESTIGATION
 • Chapter 5: Skip Tracing
 • Chapter 6: Conducting A Background Investigation
 • Chapter 7: Investigating An Auto Accident
 • Chapter 8: Conducting An Assets Search
 • Chapter 9: Employment Discrimination Investigations
 • Chapter 10: Conducting A Civil Rights Investigation
 • Chapter 11: Criminal Defense Investigation
 • Chapter 12: Conducting A Wrongful Death Investigation
 • Chapter 13: Investigating The Investigation

 SECTION THREE: CASE ORGANIZATION
 Chapter 14: Organization The Information
 • Appendix
 • Sample Reports And Forms
 • Glossary
 • Index 

The first section of the manual reveals the hidden secrets of conducting investigative interviewing 
that will pull the information out you need from people sources. It also reviews the secrets of 
searching public records both online and offline for maximum investigative results. The second 
section of the manual reveals the amazing and successful techniques used by the author to con-
duct specific investigations such as locating hidden witnesses, locating hidden assets, conducting 
an in-depth background investigation and general skip tracing techniques. The author then takes 
you into the realm of complex litigation and criminal defense investigations and shows you how to 
be successful in legal investigations of various types. There is even superior information never 
before revealed on how to evaluate the sufficiency of a opposing party's investigation, The third 
section of this training material teaches you how to keep the information you developed organized 
in a manner that allows you to easily locate important information as needed. You will also find a 
variety of sample forms and checklists you can use to keep your investigation on track and highly 
successful. 8 1/2 X 11, 195 pages. $65.00
                                 More Information On The Web @ http://www.pimall.com/nais/bk.mopi.html
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Here's How To Gather 35% To 50%  More Facts In  Your Investigations !

World's First DVD Training On:
The Ultimate Guide to  Taking Statements 
Developed By John Hoda

"You Can Gather 35% To 50% More Facts By Vastly Increasing Your Investi-
gative Interviewing And Statement Taking Skills With This Ground-Breaking 
Fun To Take DVD Training Material!"

Here is your chance to vastly improve your investigative interviewing, statement 
taking and people skills that will teach to gather 35 percent to 50 percent more 
facts in your investigations! This new ground-breaking DVD training program is a 
complete seminar on interactive DVD based on decades of the unique and highly 
successful statement-taking refinements and developments of John Hoda. Mr. 
Hoda is known nationally as one of the leading experts in the country on investiga-
tive interviewing and statement taking simply because he had dedicated his life to 

the study and practice of these vital investigative skills. This training program gives 
you major hard-hitting methods, know-how and techniques you can employ in the interviewing and statement taking 
process that will vastly improve the facts you undercover in any type of investigation. Take a look at this powerful con-
tent outline:

Introduction - Background The Missing Link In Interviewing- Cognitive Interviewing And What It Is - Adapting 
CI To Statement Taking - Understanding And Using The Ten Point Structure To Interviewing - Establishing 
Rapport In Person -How And Why You Need To Do It - Establishing Rapport On The Phone - How And Why 
You Need To Do It - Personality Types As It Relates To Interviewing - How To And Why You Need To Match 
Your Subject In Interviewing - Framing The Issue And  Issues Of The Interview - Natural Language As It Re-
lates To Interviewing - Previewing For The Interview - Crossroads As It Relates To Interviewing - Developing 
And Using Memory Retrieval Skills In Investigative Interviewing - When You Subject Says That's About It (It's 
Not The End!) - The Uninterrupted Narrative In The Investigative Interview Process - Body Language As It 
Relates To Investigative Interviewing-Skillful Us Of Clarifiers In The Investigative Interviewing Process - 
Types Of Questions - Open Ended Questions- Direct Questions- Either/ Or Questions- Yes/No Questions
 Recall Methods- Statement Guidelines- Zingers - Zingers II - Closing - Obtaining A Signed Statement- Audio 
Recording A Statement - Post Interview Comments And Analysis - Sample Investigative Interview

The Ultimate Guide to Taking Statements will be of extremely high value for novice and veteran investigators alike. 
When it comes to investigative interviewing, sometimes you only get one shot at it so it's important that you not only 
do it right, you do it with the skills and techniques of a professional. Highly soulful interviewing results is exactly what 
this powerful new training program on DVD hands you. Using John Hoda's Ten Point Structure To The Investigative 
Interviewing Process, you will obtain between 35% to 50% more facts in your investigations.

Make Your Own Choice Right Now: It's time for you to act now. You have a choice to make. You can continue to go 
along with mere average or below average interviewing and statement taking skills and not even know about the mis-
takes you keep making again and again by not getting this training program now. You can also choose to take action 
to vastly improve your investigative interviewing and statement taking skills right now and start obtaining between 
35% and 50% more facts in your investigations. That choice is yours to make right now. Normal Pricing $89.95 On 
Sale Now! $49.95
     More Information On The Net @ http://www.pimall.com/nais/statementdvd.html

Other Manuals And Training Aids On Investigative 
Interviewing And Statement Taking such as.....

• I Know You Are Lying:  By Mark McClish   • Unspoken Dialogue:  By Robert R. Rail 
• Kinesic  Interviewing By Stan Walters • Obtaining Investigative Statements-Multi Authors

• Essentials Of Investigative Interviewing By Dr. Bradley Kuhns 
• Forensic Linguistics By G.R. McMenamin

•Interviewing  For Investigators By Charles Yeschke
 • Statement Taking And The Law CD  By Ralph Thomas • Expert Body Language The Video 

• Investigative Interviewing The Video By Bill Dear • Many More titles!
     Just go to: http://www.pimall.com/nais/bkp.interview.html
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THE BUSINESS OF  PRIVATE  INVESTIGATIONS
 How To Develop The Cases,  The Clientele And Conduct 
The Investigations - By Douglas Crewse, CFE 

This concise manual shows you in step-by-step detail how to go about building your private 
investigative practice so your agency will be extremely successful. The unique contents 
shows you the approaches to use to build your client base in several different ways. The ma-
jor in-demand types of investigations are covered as well as the techniques, forms and ap-
proaches you need to know to conduct them. This excellent work gives you a comparison of 
the types of cases you can offer that are in huge demand and explains the types of clients 
you need to go after to get assignments. But that's just the start of the benefits you obtain 
from this manual. It provides you a huge set of tools, checklists and forms you need to build 
your business and run your investigative practice. Contents Include:

Forward
 The Business Of Private Investigations
 Client Communication And Coordination
 Investigative Contracts And Agreements
 Table Number 1- Sample Confirmation Letter
 Understanding What Investigators Do
 Table Number 2-Types Of Investigative Serv-
ices Vs. Potential Clients
 Essential Skills Of The Private Investigator
 Parameters Of The Private Investigator
 Cardinal Rules For Investigators
 Background Checks
 Attempts To Locate An Individual and/or 
Business
 Initiation Of An Asset Check For Pre-
Litigation Purposes
 Initiation Of An Asset Check For Collection 
Purposes In Satisfying A Judgment
 Pre-Employment Investigations
 Post-Employment Investigations
 Investigation Into Alleged Fraud And/Or 
Financial Investigations
 Pre-Investment Investigations
 Pre-Litigation Investigations Regarding 
Adversarial Parties
 Investigations Regarding The Credibility Of A 
Witness
 Investigations Regarding Verifying Expert 
Witness Qualifications
 Pre-Lease Investigations
 Pre-martial Investigations
 Table Number 3- Background Investigation 
checklist
 Other Sources Of Information
Table Number 4- Courthouse Research Tips
 Table Number 5- Background Investigation 
Log
 Financial Fraud: Investigating The Bottom 
Line
 Marketing Your Services (General)

 Marketing For New Clients Vs. Expanding 
Your Current Client Base
Table Number 6- Clientele Vs. Services Util-
ized Matrix
 Resume And Curriculum
 Seminars And Continuing Education

Business Forms

 A) Budget Planning Form
 B) Employee Time Sheet
 C) Employee Payroll Log
 D) Employee payroll Control Sheet
 E) IRS 941 payment Record Log
 F) Petty Cash Log
 G) Revenue Receipt Log
 H) To Do List
Investigative Forms

I) Client Services Agreement
 J) Investigative Case Log
 K) Case Activity Log
 L) Civil Process Log
 M) Civil Process Form
 N) Invoice Form

  
 O) Surveillance Log
 P) Lead Assignment Sheet
 Q) Courthouse Case Review Data Sheet
 R) Property Records Data Sheet
 S) Affidavit Form
 T) Evidence Chain Of Custody Log
 U) Cast Of Characters Log

 Consultation
 Conclusion
 About The Author

You can find new areas of investigative assignments and build your business with the knowledge and tools found in 
this new manual. 8 1/2 X 11, 101 pages. $38.00
      More Information On The Web @  http://www.pimall.com/nais/bk.bizpi.html
      More General Pi Training Manuals: http://www.pimall.com/nais/bkp.general.html
      More PI Marketing Manuals: http://www.pimall.com/nais/bk.m.market.html
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The Executive Protection Manual
An Encyclopedia on Techniques, Procedures, Forms, Surveys 
And Checklists For Top Quality Executive And Dignitary 
Protection 8 1/2 X 11, perfect bound, forms, tables, charts, check-
lists, surveys, diagrams, 173 pages, $45.00  
By Corwin K. Noble 

With the development of the global economy in the private sector, executive 
and dignitary protection is experiencing an almost unheard of surge in de-
mand. This extensive training manual hands you the knowledge, procedures 
and techniques, as well as ready-made forms, checklists and extensive sur-
veys to provide top-flight executive and dignitary protection services. Unlike 
many manuals which are rehashes of out-of-date government manuals, this 
manual has been written and developed for the private sector practicing ex-
ecutive protection specialist and those wanting to enter this area of exciting 
security protection. Within it's pages is the latest information and field forms to 
help you provide high level top-flight protection and security services. Devel-

oped by and for the author's own training school on the subject, this manual is 
an encyclopedia on providing high-end executive and celebrity protection. Chapters include: 

EXECUTIVE & DIGNITARY PROTECTION OVERVIEW 
DUTIES AND TERMINOLOGY OF ADVANCE PER-
SONNEL
ADVANCE TERMINOLOGY
ADVANCE SECURITY CHECKLIST
DIGNITARY PROTECTION ADVANCE SECURITY 
CHECKLIST
PRIOR TO DEPARTURE OF ADVANCE AGENT
ARRIVAL AT LOCATION
POLICE AND LAW ENFORCEMENT BRIEFINGS 
SURVEYS
MOTORCADE
HOTEL AND/OR RESIDENCE PROTECTION
SECURITY POST & IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURES
RESIDENCE AND OFFICE SECURITY
PRELIMINARY SITE SURVEY
PRELIMINARY ROUTE SURVEY
BODY PROTECTION FORMATIONS
ATTACK COUNTERMEASURES
EXECUTIVE PROTECTION PROGRAM ANALYSIS
PERSONAL PROTECTION MEASURES
RESIDENTIAL SECURITY SURVEY
INTRODUCTION TO EVASIVE DRIVING
MOTORCADE AND ROUTES STUDY GUIDE
FOLLOW-UP CAR PROCEDURES STUDY GUIDE
DRIVING PROCEDURES
LOW PROFILING AND DECEPTION OPERATIONS

COUNTER TERRORIST TRAVEL/TRANSPORTATION
INSTALLATION/COMMERCIAL PHYSICAL SECURITY-
INSPECTION 
QUESTIONAIRE
THE PRUDENT TRAVELER, A BASIC PRIMER
EXECUTIVE PROTECTION PERSONAL PROFILE
HANDWRITING ANALYSIS AND VOICE PRINT TEXT
EXECUTIVE PROTECTION INITIAL SURVEY
LOW PROFILE AND DECEPTION
PERSONAL SECURITY QUESTIONAIRE
SIX DEADLY SKIDS
TRAVEL SECURITY, ATTACK RECOGNITION
SURVEY ROUTE DETAIL
PRIMARY SURVEY
SECONDARY SURVEY
ESTIMATING SEVERITY OF INJURY OR ILLNESS
SETTING PRIORITIES IN ASSESSING AND TREATING 
INJURIES AND ILLNESS
PATIENT PROTOCOLS WHAT TO LOOK FOR
THE IDEOLOGICALLY MOTIVATED ASSASSIN
DETAIL BRIEFING 
SUGGESTIONS FOR COMMUNICATIONS DURING 
BARRICADE/HOSTAGE SITUATION
HOSTAGE SURVIVAL CONSIDERATIONS
WORKPLACE VIOLENCE
IMPROVISED EXPLOSIVE DEVICES AND DETECTION 
APPENDIX 

The Executive Protection Manual hands you the latest knowledge, ready-made forms, checklists, dia-
grams and surveys needed to conduct top flight-high level executive and celebrity protection in today's 
high-tech world. This manual will become of extreme value in the field with it's built-in field aids as well as 
it's extensive, up-to-date techniques and procedures for those who need and must provide high-level ex-
ecutive and dignitary protection services. 8 1/2 X 11, perfect bound, forms, tables, charts, checklists, sur-
veys, diagrams, 173 pages, $45.00 
  More Information On The Web @ http://www.pimall.com/nais/bkp.epm.html

More Executive Protection & Bodyguard Manuals On The Web Such As...
• The Executive Protection Bible- By ESI • Terrorist Attacks - By Raymond Siljander

• Introduction To Executive Protection - By Dale June 
• Executive Protection Handbook- By Jerome Glazebrook And Larry Nicholson 

• Providing Protective Services- By Experts In The Federal Government
• Guard Force Management • Executive Protection By Benny Mares

• Bodyguarding A Complete Manual- by Burt Rapp & Tony Lesce
• Bodyguard CQB Skills-A  Training Video

                                             Just Go To:   http://www.pimall.com/nais/bkp.body.html
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THE SKIP TRACING TRAINING MANUAL 
 Hardcore Techniques, Sources  And Strategies 
 By Ed Wilson And Linda R. Ramsey
Originally prepared for The Southeastern Academy of Bail Enforcement to train bail en-
forcement agents how to conduct skip tracing, this advanced manual hands you hardcore 
methods, techniques and approaches to the art and science of skip tracing. Developed for 
one of the hardest and most hardcore types of skips to locate, criminals running for justice; 
this manual will be of extreme value to anyone involved in any type of skip tracing from 
debtor skips, to bail bond skips, and from dead beat dads to just about any other type of 
skip. This manual goes way beyond most with it's hardcore techniques and strategies for 
successful locates but does even more than that. It also shows you how to spot someone 
who is a likely skip or someone getting ready to skip and provides detailed methods to pre-
vent a skip situation in the first place. Contents Include: 
This excellent manual is designed in both a textbook and workbook type format with tons of 

worksheets and aids you will use again and again. It's designed to make you an expert at skip tracing with little cost. 
Must have work for anyone involved in skip tracing or wishing to learn this art and science skill. 8 1/2 X 11, 131 
pages. $35.00

     More Skip Tracing Manuals On The Web @ http://www.pimall.com/nais/tracebks.html
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 WHAT IS SKIP TRACING
 What Is Skip Tracing
 Levels Of Difficulty

 WHAT IS A SKIP
 What Is A Skip
 Signs Of A Skip
 Are All Skips Alike

PREPARATION TO SKIP TRACING
 Preparation To Skip Tracing
 Materials

THE SKIP TRACING PROCESS
 SKIP TRACING OBJECTIVE

 CRITICAL FACTORS

CONTROLLING COSTS

REQUIREMENTS OF A SUCCESSFUL SKIP 
TRACER
 Qualities Of A Good Skip Tracer
 Certain Skills And Abilities
 Seven Basic Skills

TOOLS OF A SKIP TRACER
 Tools Of A Skip Tracer
 Basic Suggested Skip tracing Tools

 SKIP TRACING GUIDE
 The File Folder
 The File
 The Plan
 Review Of File

INTERVIEWING
 What Is An Interview
 Skills/Ability Necessary To Interview

Planning And Using Interview Skills.Ability 
Successful Call Sequence 
Signs Of Respondent Deception
Handling Respondent's Questions
Direct And Indirect Interviewing Approach

VERIFYING INFORMATION
 Addresses
 Telephones/Pagers/Cellular Phones
 Long Distance Skip Tracing
 Relatives, Friends, Cosigners
 Social Security Numbers
 Present And Past Employers
 Trade References And Other Creditors Neighbors
 Mortgage Company Or Landlord
 Credit Bureau
 Post Office
 Subject's Bank
 Vehicle Dealership
 Insurance Agent
 Department Of Motor Vehicles
 Military Personnel Information
 Miscellaneous Information
 Reviewing Your Info

WORKSHEETS AND PHONE LOG
 Worksheets
 Phone Log

SKIP TRACING STRATEGIES
INFORMATION SECTION
 Skip Trace Services
 Skip Trace Sources
 Example Letter
 Miscellaneous
 Pretext
 Miscellaneous Paper Work

HOW TO PREVENT A SKIP
GLOSSARY 



FREE PUBLIC RECORDS SEARCH SYSTEM 
FIRE YOUR INFORMATION PROVIDER! BECAUSE YOUR JUST ONE 
CLICK OR FREE  PHONE CALL AWAY FROM  THOUSANDS OF FREE 
PUBLIC RECORDS DATABASES YOU ACCESS ON THE NET OR ON THE 
PHONE! INTERACTIVE CD YOU OPEN IN YOUR WEB BROWSER! ON IN-
TERACTIVE CD-ROM!
 The number of free public records searches you can access is amazing but these 
sites that let you run searches for free right from the web are hard to find. Many of 
them are not even indexed in the search engines. The list has grown so large, this all 
new 2005 computer disk links you to them in an easy to use directory with pages for 

each and every state. There are over 4,000 database sources you can tap into right on the web including 
corporate records, professional licensing searches, real property records, uniform commercial codes, 
criminal records, probation and parole, sex offender databases, property and tax records, civil court re-
cords, unclaimed property databases, county clerk Indexes, and a host of other records you can get for 
free. This section is huge with pages for each state. This CD also contains state by state and county by 
county contact info so you can find info fast when stuff is NOT on the net. Also included are special public 
records and skip trace portals you can use that specialize in public records access.  $65.00

    More Info On This CD On The Net @ http://www.pimall.com/nais/search2000.html

      More Sources Of Info Products @ http://www.pimall.com/nais/bkp.source.html

SECRETS OF PROCESS SERVING CD AND CERTIFICATION
"How You Can Turn A Sideline Specialty Into A Full Time Business
 Service That May Have The Ability To Gross $200,000 Per Year!"
This new work on starting a service of process business is written by Nelson Tucker who turned 
process serving into a $200,000 per year income in his second year in business and has gone 
on to become one of the pioneers in this growing specialization. Mr. Tucker shows you the ropes 
on how to get started in this successful service business. This newly updated start-up and train-
ing program is on CD-Rom and contains both a HTML version that can be opened in your web 
browser and an RTF file version that will open in Microsoft Word and Word Perfect. Aside from 
the top-flight training material by America's most successful process server, you will also find the 
training CD extremely useful and helpful with the aids, free searches and resources found on-
line. The CD-Rom leads you right to them!
CERTIFICATION: A test is included with this training material that you can take. Upon success-
ful completion of the test, just mail it in along with $25.00 for grading/processing and The Na-
tional Association Of Investigative Specialists will issue you a certificate as a Certified Process 
Server in your name that will be mailed to you. Private investigators are often called upon to 
serve legal papers as a sideline to their overall services. However, this training material shows 
you how to turn service of process into a major specialty for your investigative service or a 
stand-by-itself business that is very lucrative. $58.00

     More Info On This CD On The Net @ http://www.pimall.com/nais/processdisk.html
     More Process Serving Training @ http://www.pimall.com/nais/bkp.process.html
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Professional Judgment Recovery
Second Updated And Expanded Edition
By Jon S. Kahlkopf

Looking for a way to turn your investigative skills into big profits? Of course you 
are, but do you know how? Professional Judgment Recovery by Jon Kahlkopf is 
a fascinating how-to book which teaches you how to turn your investigative 
skills into more profits than you realized were possible. Still interested? Want to 
know more about professional judgment recovery?

When a judgment is awarded to a plaintiff in the form of money the case is "fin-
ished" as far as our legal system is concerned. But that doesn't mean the plain-
tiff will ever collect a dime from the defendant. The courts have basically said 
nothing more than "you have the right to collect on this sum of money." Can you 
guess how often this doesn't work out for the plaintiff?

There are literally thousands of unclaimed judgments gathering dust in courthouse 
files for huge sums of money. These judgments have not been collected, no one has been paid, nothing's 
happening.

Here's the good news: In almost every area of the country, these judgments are considered "assets" that 
the plaintiff owns which can be sold or assigned to you! People who don't understand how to collect a 
judgment are usually more than willing to sell or assign their judgments to you for pennies on the dollar. A 
good investigator can easily research courthouse records and find hundreds of these types of judgments. 
You then simply conducts an assets check of the defendant and offer to purchase the judgment from the 
plaintiff.

Why would you do such a crazy thing? Because you can collect where they have failed. The biggest flaw 
in the courts awarding of judgments is the assumption that the plaintiff will be able to find the hidden as-
sets needed to pay for the claim. With Kahlkopf's book and your investigative skills, you can purchase 
these judgments and earn more money on your investment than you can imagine.  Plus, you enjoy the 
freedom to assign yourself to the cases that YOU want, and there are almost an unlimited number of 
cases you can pick and choose from to assign yourself to!

 This step-by-step manual with included forms and worksheets is everything you need to start earning the 
money you deserve while helping plaintiffs recover part of their judgments, money they would otherwise 
never receive at all. You owe it to yourself to check out this excellent work on professional judgment re-
covery.

Professional Judgment Recovery Table Of Contents
 • Introduction And Overview • Researching Case Files At The Courthouse • Summary Claims 
Court Vs. Circuit Court • Your Research For Locating People  • Your Research For Locating 
Assets • Examining Case Files • Your Marketing Letters And Forms • Client Interaction • Client 
Negotiations • Contacts, Agreements And Assignments (Filings) • Post-Judgment Interest 
• Materials To Send • Contracts, Agreements And Assignments (Forms) • Business Aspects Of 
Judgment Recovery • Locating Assets And People • Understanding Collection Procedures 
• Understanding Exemptions (What you can attach and not attach)  • Understanding 
Negotiations with the debtor • Recovery collection worksheets and forms  • Collection 
technicalities  • Summary • Bibliography

Professional Judgment Recovery The Book $45.00
Professional Judgment Recovery The CD  $45.00
Best Buy! Professional Judgment Recovery The Book & CD Combo $65.00

   More Information On The Net @ http://www.pimall.com/nais/bk.judgement.html
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INVESTIGATOR'S PROFESSIONAL FORMAIDS On CD-ROM

Report Forms, Contracts, Checklists And Releases! Open On Your 
Computer And Modify For Your Own Needs! 

MAKES INVESTIGATING, REPORT WRITING EASIER 
Here are basic forms needed by every investigative office. They will open in 
both Microsoft Word and Word Perfect. These professional investigative forms 

can be easily customizable by the placement of your company name and address in them. 
These forms will help you streamline your investigations and make your investigative reports 
look sharp! Here is a list of the types of forms you will find on the CD:

Contract for Investigative Services - Subcontractor Agreement for Investigative Services
- Independent Contractor Contract - Trash Retrieval Inventory Report - Skip Tracer's' 
Checklist- Activity Check Report Form - Local Records Search Checklist - Computer Search 
Checklist - Auto Repossession Inventory Report - The Ten Code For Surveillance - Investigative 
Services Invoice  - Authorization To Release Medical Records - Confidential Investigative Report 
Form - Accident  Investigation Form - Release for Reference Checks - Reference Check Work-
sheet - Reference Check Log - Insurance Claims Assignment Form - Witness Statement Form - 
Interview Worksheet Form - Surveillance Photo/Film Log - Assets Investigation Report Form 
And Checklist - General Release For Information Form - Phone Call Log Form - Surveillance 
Report Form - Investigator Time And Expense Log Report - Inventory Report- General - 
Accident-Loss Report Form - Accident Witness Map Form - Employment Termination Forms - 
Non Compete Agreement  - Application for Employment - Educational Reference Check Form - 
Driving Record Reference Check Form - Drug Test Consent Form - Authorization To Release 
Medical Records - Employment Reference Check - Checklist For Security Negligence Investiga-
tion - Guidelines And Checklist For Insurance Death Claims- Guidelines And  Checklist For Dis-
appearance Investigation - Checklist For Working A Capitol Murder Defense Investigation - 
Guidelines For Testifying In Court - Attorney Fraud Investigation Checklist - Insurance Adjuster 
Fraud Investigation Checklist - Employer Fraud Investigation Checklist - Checklist And Red 
Flags Of A Cheating Spouse - Worker's Compensation Red Flag Investigative Checklist - 
Checklist - To Avoid Common Methods Eavesdroppers Will Fool You With - Checklist Guidelines 
And Tips For Obtaining Witness Statements - Guidelines And Checklists: Statements And Legal 
Issues

These forms will open in both Microsoft Word And Word Perfect as well as any other word proc-
essing program that supports rich text format documents.

INVESTIGATOR'S PROFESSIONAL FORMAIDS ONLY $35.00 
   More Information On This CD On The Net @ http://www.pimall.com/nais/bk.forms.html

Other Forms And Case File Products Such As.....
• PI Management Software • The Case File Management System On CD 

• Consultant And Independent Contractor Agreements 
• Credit Repair And Forms 

• Private Investigator’s Book Of Legal Forms And Contracts

  Can Be Found On The Net Off Of: http://www.pimall.com/nais/bkp.forms.html
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ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR
Volumes I, II, And III By Jack Murray, CLI, CFE

Every 100 or so years, a manual emerges as the leading authority on 
a specific subject.  In the area  of conducting accident investigations 
and reconstruction in the private sector for insurance companies and 
law firms, that authority is jack Murray’s Accident Investigation In The 
Private Sector Volumes I, II, and III.  Volume One covers all the basic 
tasks and techniques  of conducting an accident investigation for law 
firms and insurance companies. Volume II, hands you advanced 
know-how and techniques to b come an advanced accident recon-
structionist. Volume Three deals with the investigation of semi-truck 
accident investigation. These manuals are so good that they have 
been selected by  The National Association Of legal Investigators and 
The Florida  Association Of Licensed Investigators asa required read-
ing for certification and continuing education. 

ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR, Volume I $45.00
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR, Volume II $55.00
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR, Volume III $65.00
ALL THREE VOLUMES COMBO PURCHASE:  $140.00

Also By Jack Murray
EXPERT’S GUIDE TO SUCCESSFUL LEGAL TESTIMONY $45.00
PHOTOGRAPHING VEHICLES FOR LITIGATION $45.00
MARKETING AND MANAGEMENT MAXIMIZER $38.00

   MORE EXTENSIVE INFORMATION ON ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION AND 
JACK MURRAY BOOKS AND MANUALS ON THE NET @

http://www.pimall.com/nais/bk.acc.html
  

COMPLEX LEGAL INVESTIGATIONS
The Ultimate Guide For Conducting Better Personal Injury
 Investigations! New Directions In Legal Investigation!
 By James W. Harbert CLI, FCI

Legal Investigation is changing! Every once in a while an outstanding hallmark 
manual emerges that ends up becoming the bible on a given subject. In the 
area of conducting personal injury and civil death investigations, that manual is 
Complex Legal Investigations By James W. Harbert CLI, FCI. In 350 plus 
pages, Mr. Harbert reveals the complex investigative techniques needed to 
make such an investigation highly successful. There are now new directions in 
legal investigation that every investigator needs to have knowledge of. This 
finely detailed work arms you with the know-how and investigative techniques for highly success-
ful development of evidence .It goes way beyond the typical current material on the subject. This 
extensive work reveals the latest cutting edge methods for developing, preserving and presenting 
evidence and exhibits in a highly successful manner for courtroom presentation. 8 1/2 X 11, 369 
pages, photos, charts, checklists and more. $65.00

  Extensive Information On Complex Legal Investigations Can be Found On 
The Net @ http://pimall.com/nais/civillitigation.html
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THE INSURANCE CLAIMS INVESTIGATION BIBLE
Step-By-Step Techniques, Insight  And Prospective 
- By Jody Ball- 8 1/2 X 11, 120 pages $35.00

Here is a very unique book from the prospective of both a private in-
vestigator and insurance adjuster who conducts them. Mr. Ball takes 
you by the hand and leads you through step-by-step details of the 
technical and legal aspects of conducting various types of insurance 
claims investigations like no other work does. Since Mr. Ball is both a 
licensed private investigator and a licensed insurance claims adjuster, 
you obtain the benefit of insight, techniques and prospective from both 
points of view.

Training Contents Include:
Chapter 1. Introduction To Claims Adjusting / Investigations 

Chapter 2. Preparing To Investigate the Claim File Chapter 3. 
Investigating The Insured And/Or Claimant Chapter 4. Conducting Interviews And 
Obtaining Statements Chapter 5. Insurance Fraud Indicators Chapter 6. Litigation 
Chapter 7. Roundtable Conferences Chapter 8. Appraisal Guidelines Chapter 9. 
Handling New Claims Chapter 10. Bodily Injury Claims Chapter 11. Uninsured Or 
Under-Insured Motorists Chapter 12. Total Loss Claims Chapter 13. Subrogation 
Chapter 14. File Closings  Glossary 

This bible on conducting insurance claims investigation will be of extreme use to both the new 
investigator and seasoned professional. All of the major types of insurance claims investigation 
are covered and explained. You'll gain unique and successful knowledge, insight and prospec-
tive in a step-by-step detailed and easy to read format. Must reading for anyone who conducts 
insurance claims investigations. 8 1/2 X 11, 120 pages. $35.00

The Above Manual As Well As An Extensive Line Of 
Insurance Claims Investigation Topics Such as...

INVESTIGATION, INSURANCE ADJUSTING AND THE LAW -  By Jody Ball 
INSURANCE INVESTIGATIONS FROM A TO Z  - By Kelly E. Riddle
THE FRAUD IDENTIFICATION HANDBOOK - By George B. Allen

FRAUD INVESTIGATIONS - by Rory J. McMahon, CLI
THE BIBLE ON WORKER'S COMP INVESTIGATION - By Jody Ball  

CLAIMS DETECTIVE TRAINING MANUAL - By Bill Kizorek
DISABILITY OF DECEPTION - By Bill Kizorek

SPECIAL INVESTIGATION UNITS - By Bill Kizorek And Scott Finger
PREMSIES LIABILITY INVESTIGATIONS- By Chris E. McGoey, CPP

THE TRUTH, THE WHOLE TRUTH - NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH- By Berry Zelma
NURSING HOME ABUSE INVESTIGATIONS- By Kelly Riddle

DEATH INVESTIGATOR’S HANDBOOK- By Louis N. Eliopulos

   Can Be Found On The Web Off Of:
http://www.pimall.com/nais/bk.m.ins.html
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The  Safe Hiring Manual  
By Lester S. Rosen
The  Safe Hiring Manual goes far beyond the typical pre-employment screening  handbook. It is a 
comprehensive blueprint for developing  a safe hiring program for employers, human resources, 
security  professionals, private investigators, labor lawyers -- anyone concerned about hiring safe 
and qualified workers. The Manual  details how to exercise due diligence throughout the hiring  
process, significantly increasing an employer’s chance  of avoiding the financial and legal night-
mares of even one  bad hiring decision. The Safe Hiring Manual provides a Safe  Hiring Program 
that includes:

 • Effective use of applications, interviews  and past employer checks as key hiring tools.  • Verify  degrees and cre-
dentials, and how to legally obtain and use  criminal records.  • Legal compliance issues, including  the Federal Fair 
Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) as well as EEOC,  Patriot Act, Privacy, Sarbanes-Oxley, state law compliance,  and 
other legal concerns.   • In-depth pre-employment background  screening and investigative techniques.   • New infor-
mation  on how to identify terrorists and perform international background  checks.   • How to audit the effectiveness 
of your current  hiring program. All the why’s and how-to's for implementing  the necessary employment practices that 
will keep your business  safe - and keep you out of court! Softcover, 512 pages 7.25"x9.25" $24.95

Sleuthing 101, Background Checks and The Law By Barry Nadell  
Sleuthing 101 is an easy to understand reference guide that is a must read before you begin back-
ground screening job applicants and current employees. It provides vital information employers 
need to know to legally perform background screening today. Contents include:  • Background 
Checks Can Prevent Violence-and protect your  company as well • A few examples of what Back-
ground checks reveal • A cautionary word about temporary employees • Theories of negligent hiring 
and retention liability • Falsified employment applications and Identification • Employee  Theft and 
Lawsuits • Background Checks Reduce Turnover Costs • The Federal Fair Credit Reporting Act • 
FCRA Rules to Follow • Legally Permissible Purposes for Background Checks • The Federal Trade 
Commission • Step to Take Prior to Performing  a Background Check  Use the Disclosure Form to 
Compare Background Screening  Companies • Workplace Investigations • Electronic Signatures • 

Adverse Action  Time Frames for Criminal Reports  Accuracy of Report • Information that is Available • Other Types of  
Searches • Background Checks Required by Law • 7 Free Steps and Employer Can Take Immediately • Employment 
Applications • Questions and Answer h• State Laws and Suggested State Reviews • Criminal Background Screening 
for the Health Care Industry • States with Drug Testing Laws •  Some Critical Definitions • Guide for developing and 
Application for Employment • Summary of Your Rights Under the Fair Credit Reporting  Act • Notice to Users of Con-
sumer • Reports-Obligations of Users  Under the FCRA • Federal Employment Law Summaries. Softcover 164 pages, 
6"x8.5", $19.95 

PRE-EMPLOYMENT INVESTIGATION  FOR 
PRIVATE INVESTIGATORS
How To Start & Conduct Pre-employment  Screening Services -By Ralph D. Thomas

The demand for background checks on employment applicants has soared since polygraph techniques have been all 
but outlawed for pre-employment screening. This cyclopedia on the subject gives you a basic understanding of what 
the client wants, how to sell him your service, and how to conduct the investigation along with sources, techniques 
and forms. Subjects covered include:

WHAT EMPLOYERS WANT AND HOW TO GIVE IT TO THEM. , STATISTICS THAT PROVE THE NEED FOR 
SCREENING,, HOW TO  PREPACKAGE THE SERVICE, DIFFERENT TYPES OF SCREENING,  INTERVIEW-
ING BY PHONE AND IN-PERSON, CHECKING PUBLIC RECORDS, ONLINE COMPUTER SEARCHES,, HON-
ESTY PAPER TESTING AND SOURCES,, DRUG TESTING AND SOURCES,, POTTING RED FLAGS ON THE 
APPLICATION, CHECKING OUT PROBLEM OCCUPATIONS, 
FORMS AND CHECKLISTS 

Studies show that 57% of business and industry now use an investigative agency for pre-
employment screening purposes. If you are not offering this kind of service, you are missing a 
very large and swelling market for investigative services. The directory and lists of drug labs 
and honesty paper testing services alone are well worth more than the cost of this material. 
This manual covers what you'll want to know to get started and fine tunes your skills and 
sources if you are already offering pre-employment screening. $45.00
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ULTIMATE SURVEILLANCE 
TWO HOUR TRAINING SEMINAR ON DVD  By Gene RobertsonThe first 
release in the series, ULTIMATE SURVEILLANCE (VOLUME ONE - THE BASICS), 
provides viewers nearly two-hours of invaluable instruction, given in an easy to un-
derstand conversational manner by retired ATF agent and veteran private investiga-
tor Gene Robertson. Using insights gathered from over thirty years of experience in 
the law enforcement and private investigation sectors, Robertson gives viewers a 
comprehensive overview of the field techniques, tips/tricks, and equipment used by 
today's working private investigation professionals. Numerous informational slides 
and live-action examples compliment Robertson's instruction. The program is also 
broken down into easy-to-use chapter selections, allowing viewers to quickly brush-

up on select investigative topics.

  Content On DVD Interactive Video Includes:

 ! •  Introduction • What Is Surveillance • Fixed Location Surveillance 
 ! •  Workers Compensation • Who Should Perform Surveillance
! • Three Modes Of Surveillance • Acquisition Medium/ Product To Client
! • Audio Surveillance • Target Acquisition • Mobile Surveillance- Urban
 ! • Mobile Surveillance- Rural • Following Cars • Foot Surveillance • Equipment
 ! • Miniature Cameras • Wireless Video Recording • Time Lapse Video Recording
 ! • Privacy Issues •  What Is Cartilage • Confidentiality • Legal Ramifications
 ! • Organizations And Seminars • Business Practices • Domestic Surveillance
 ! • State Incense Requirements • Final Thoughts

About The Author: Gene Robertson spent 20 years as a Special Agent with the Bureau of Al-
cohol, Tobacco and Firearms, specializing in suspect surveillance. After retiring from the ATF in 
1990, Gene and his wife, Linda, started the Robertson Group, a private investigation company 
specializing in video surveillance. Based out of the beautiful Pacific Northwest, Gene frequently 
gives lectures and seminars on the latest surveillance techniques and equipment.

In the DVD format, you can run the complete two hour seminar and access the menu and run 
each individual chapter. $49.95

   More Details On The Net @ http://pimall.com/nais/ultimatesurveillance.html                   
   More Surveillance Training Products: http://www.pimall.com/nais/surbks.html

HUNDREDS OF OTHER INVESTIGATIVE BOOKS, MANUALS, CDs, 
DVDs AND TRAINING PRODUCTS! SECTIONED BY TOPICS!

•  Missing Persons And Skip Tracing • Insurance Claims • Conducting The 
Surveillance  •  Civil And Criminal Investigation • Legal Investigation • Service Of Process • 
Auto Repossession • Executive Protection And Bodyguarding • Forensics – Investigative 

Agency  Marketing • Contracts And Forms • Security Topics And 
Security Consulting • Interviewing And Obtaining Statements • Pre-Employment And 

Background Checks • Sources Of Information •  Piracy •  eMail Tracing •  Missing Heirs • 
Judgment recovery •  Bail Bond Recovery •  Computers And Online Searching •  Accident 

Investigation •  Countermeasures And Electronics •  And A Whole Lot More!

   http://www.pimall.com/nais/bkp.menu.html
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NEW GENERATION MINI MICRO 
VIDEO  CAMERAS FOR 2005!
SMALLER, BETTER, CHEAPER AND WITH MORE 
OPTIONS! WIRED, WIRELESS, COLOR AND BLACK 
AND WHTE MICRO CAM KITS!

These top quality micro video cameras are ideal for any type of cov-
ert surveillance operation. They can be set up in just a few seconds.  
Great resolution And Lux ratings.

2.4 GHz Wireless Micro Video Camera With Receiver Kit
Color Or Black And White
This kit includes 1.2 - 2.4 GHz Wireless Color Camera -  Wireless 1.2 GHz Wireless Receiver 
(up to 1000 feet range can  connect 4 cameras in the same time) -  9v battery clip 2 pcs - 2pcs 
DC Adaptors (9V for wireless camera, 12V for receiver use.) - 1pc RCA cable - One instruction 
manual. Wireless Color Camera Kit $149.95  Wireless B & W Kit $119.00

Wired Mini Micro Video Camera With Receiver Kit
Color Or Black And White
Record video easily with these miniature cameras that can be easily connected to a 
VCR or TV. They can be used for a variety of different applications; ideal for monitoring 
entry ways, children's rooms, garage, home office, shop or any other area in your home 
or business. Because of the small size these cameras can easily be discretely hidden.
Wired Color Micro Video Camera  $79.95 B & W Wired Mini Video Cam $49.95

WIRELESS COVERT 
CELL PHONE VIDEO CAMERA

This hidden camera includes a full color micro video camera 
and wireless transmitter built into a non-working cell phone. 
Just perfect for covert surveillance use.
Specifications:
"Straight-Line OF SIGHT", Transmit. Resolution Equals 380 
TV Lines. The Minimum Illumination Is Very Low At Only  
3.00 Lux. NTSC System - Transmitter Operates On One  9V 
Battery.- Receiver Requires DC 9V/12V Adapter ,Input it  to 
any VCR or Television.
Full packing includes: One Cell Phone (Same As Picture 

Above) with Wireless Color Super Pinhole Camera Built-in. 1pc 
Wireless 900Mhz - 1.2GHz Wireless Receiver - 1pc AV cable 1pc 9V battery or 1pc LITHIUM 
ION battery. 1pc charger and 1pc DC adapter for receiver. $179.95

  HUNDREDS OF OTHER COVERT VIDEO CAMERAS ON THE NET!
Our covert video supply shop gives you access to reviews of hundreds of 

covert  video cameras, digital recorders and surveillance supply! The 
largest and best source for all your surveillance camera needs!

  http://www.pimall.com/nais/e.menu-b.html
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PI TINY CAM●  DIGITAL CAMCORDER ● DIGITAL STILL CAMERA 
●  AUDIO RECORDER ● ALL BUILT INTO ONE SMALL SURVEILLANCE UNIT! ● 

• 10 HOUR DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDER • 7,000 STILL PHOTOGRAPHS • 90 HOUR DIGITAL AUDIO 
RECORDER • INTERNAL AND SD MEMORY SLOT • 4X ZOOM • POCKET SIZED • LCD DISPLAY 

SCREEN • FAST USB EVIDENCE DOWNLOAD TO YOUR COMPUTER • FREE SOFTWARE

The new state-of-the-art PI TinyCam is ideal for investigative use because of it's tiny size and multi-
function ability. Measuring in at only 3 1/4 inches long, 2 1/2 inches wide, and one inch thick, this pocket-
sized micro wonder is a covert digital video camera, a 4.0 Mega Pixel Digital Still Camera, a digital audio 
recorder and a web cam all rolled into one tiny unit. With excellent quality photo recording and audio re-
cording ability this is just the gadget you need to covertly or overly capture your surveillance still photos, 
video photos or audio recordings. This micro unit even has a 4 X zoom and reviewing LCD screen. So 
small it will fit in your pocket. So advanced, you obtain all the major top quality features normally found on 
much larger units. With 128 MB of SDram memory and 8 MB of flash memory as well as an expandable 
SD card slot to get up to 2 GB of memory, you will not have to worry about running of of space for digital 
still photos, digital video or audio. With a SD card, you have enough memory for up to 7,000 still photos, 
over 10 hours of video recording time or up to 90 hours of audio recording time! This little gem features a 
fast-action flip-up screen so you can quickly review or preview the surveillance video or investigative still 
photo evidence you have obtained. Extremely easy to use, you'll be up and running in ten minutes or less 
right out of the box! Join the digital evidence gathering age now! We know you will just love using the new 
state-of-the-art Pi TinyCam and get years of use out of it. No other investigative unit has the multifunction 
features packed into this tiny unit! You will be very glad you made the move to your personal PI TinyCam 
at a special discounted price so order your own right now! Only  $195.00

  More Extensive Information And Specs On PI 
Tiny Cam On The Net @ http://www.pimall.com/nais/camtech.html

Covert Video Color Wireless 2.4 GHz Pen Camera
To the human eye, it looks like an ordinary pen but this PenCam is the ultimate in 
undetectable surveillance. It cleverly conceals a quality color video camera inside a 
working pen. to discreetly monitor and observe those covert operations. The tiny pin-
hole camera lens and minimum illumination makes it ideal for undercover assign-
ments and discreet surveillance. The PenCam can be worn innocently in a shirt 
pocket while recording all the events that occur i front of the wearer. Simply connect 
the receiver to your TV, VCR or security monitor and start your discreet assignment 
today. $349.95

  More Info @ http://pimall.com/nais/pencamcolor.html
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COVERT VIDEO PURSE CAMERA
With Smart Micro Video Camera That  Switches From Full Color To 
Black And  White In Low Light Conditions! Optional Covert Digital Video 
Recorders  Can Be Easily Concealed In Purse For A 
Complete Covert Video recording System!
 You will just love the ease of use for your covert video surveillance opera-
tions with this top of the line covert video purse camera. The camera is built 
into the strap so when you have the purse over your shoulder, you will cov-
ertly record video on whatever you are facing. More than that, the covert 
video purse has a top of the line smart micro video camera that is full color 
but automatically switches to black and white in low light conditions. This is 
the perfect covert video product for obtaining mystery shopping video or other 
types of covert video. The purse can easily conceal a long play micro covert 
video recorder (see options below) so there is no need to worry about wire-

less transmission ranges. Easy to use! Just carry the purse like you normally do and you are obtaining 
your covert video footage! This is the perfect covert video evidence gathering product for female investi-
gators that no male could use without calling attention to himself. So this product is the perfect choice for 
the practicing female investigative professional! $295.00

  More Info http://www.pimall.com/nais/pursecamera.html 

COVERT VIDEO BUTTON CAMERA
The Ultimate In Covert Video Bodyware
Your Choice Of Wired, Wireless, Color Or 
Black And White
Here is the ultimate in state-of-the-art covert micro 
video. A complete video camera built into a button. 
This amazing  covert video camera will get the video 
footage you need almost effortless and no one will 
be the wise! The set comes  with a complete set of 

matching buttons to use. Even with a magnifying 
glass, no one could tell that the one  button is actually a video camera. 
Includes matching buttons for consistency - Included "AA" battery pack powers the unit for 4-6 hours
FW-BUC(C)A $595.00: Color, 380 TVL, 0.5 lux 1/4”CCD button camera and single-channel 
FCC-approved Part 15 Low Power 700 ft. 2.4 GHz wireless video transmitter/ receiver. One-year 
warranty.
FW-BUC(C)B $625.00: Color, 380 TVL, 0.5 lux 1/4”CCD button camera and 
four-channel FCC-approved Part 15 Low Power 1000 ft. 2.4 GHz wireless video 
transmitter/ receiver. Two-year warranty.
FW-BUC(C)C $849.00: Color, 380 TVL, 0.5 lux 1/4”CCD button camera and 
single-channel FCC-approved Part 90 High Power 3500 ft. 2.4 GHz wireless 
video transmitter/ receiver. Two-year warranty.
CM-BUC200 $425.00: Hardwired Color, 380 TVL, 0.5 lux 1/4” CCD button 
camera and power supply. One-year warranty.

  More Info @ 
http://www.pimall.com/naisbuttoncamera.html

COVERT LIGHT BULB VIDEO CAMERA
 If you can screw in a light bulb, you can install this system! All you need is a light socket and a TV and 
you have an instant home or office live motion, video surveillance system! It's easy as 1-2-3! Both indoor 
and outdoor light bulb video cameras that use your existing wiring to transmit video! $195.00

  More Information On The Net @ 
http://www.pimall.com/nais/lightbulbcamera.html

  HUNDREDS OF OTHER COVERT VIDEO CAMERAS @
http://www.pimall.com/nais/e.menu-b.html
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TURN YOUR COMPUTER INTO A VIDEO 
MONITORING STATION! HAVE THE SYSTEM CALL OR 
EMAIL YOU! VIEW VIDEO OVER THE WEB FROM 
ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD!
SET EVERYTHING UP IN FIVE MINUTES OF LESS
NASA Level Programmers have developed a next generation computer 
program called VISEC. VISEC turns your home or office computer into 
a powerful, global-wide video surveillance system in 5 minutes or less. 

With VISEC you can keep an eye on everything you ever wanted without 
spending a fortune. This is very helpful for monitoring your home, office, cars and valuables.

• Watch your pets, nanny, babysitter even your kids!
• ! View from any location in the world via the Internet.
!• Use your computer's IP address to log on and immediately view live or past video.
!• Record all video activity, or just when motion is detected.
!• In motion detection mode you can be alerted by email, cell phone or PDA when motion is detected.
!• Can also be used as a stealth surveillance system allowing the program to operate secretly on your
computer. Suspect an abusive nanny or cheating spouse? Simply set VISEC on 'secret' mode and record 
everything for possible evidence.
• VISEC is extremely easy to use. Installation and configuration will only take 5 minutes.

VISEC can record up to four cameras at once using your existing computer and any webcam, wireless or 
hidden camera.  This is great because everyone with a need for recording video can use VISEC. A web 
cam allows you to connect directly to your computer and this means simple installation through USB 
ports.  Starting At Only $99.50

   More details, specs and options for VISEC on the Net @
  http://www.pimall.com/nais/computercam.html

AMAZING WIRELESS COLOR CAMERA
WITH RECEIVER IN FLAT-SCREEN MONITOR
This video  camera set contains a 2.4 GHz wireless color camera 
and a 5.5 LCD wireless receiver/monitor. Both the camera and 
receiver/monitors are four channel. The color monitor contains a 
5.5 inch LED screen for sharp crisp clear full color viewing. The 
camera has 330 lines of resolution and a 2 lux rating. FCC ap-
proved. Very limited supply at this price. On Sale Only $350.00

  More details On The Net @
  http://www.pimall.com/nais/tftcameraset.html

HUGE SELECTIONS OF 100s OF OTHER 
SURVEILLANCE VIDEO CAMERAS
AND SURVEILLANCE  SUPPLY!

These pages are just a small sampling of 
the hundreds of unique covert and overt 
video cameras, recorder and supply you will 
find at the Video Camera Shop. Just go to:

  
http://www.pimall.com/nais/e.menu-b.html
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40 And 80 Hour Pocket Digital Video Recorder
Introducing the amazing new MPV-330 “pocket size” digital video recorder. 
Smaller than a standard “Walkman” type cassette player at an incredible 5.1” x 
3.3” x 1.3” and weighting in at only 13 ounces makes this unit the perfect “body 
worn” surveillance recorder.

The MPV-330 requires no cumbersome adaptors for RCA connection to cam-
era. Simply plug in your RCA video and/or audio source to the supplied connec-
tor cable. MPV-330 features an internal 40Gb mini 2.5” hard drive that record 80 
full hours of real time color video (Mpeg4) and audio. Recordings may be viewed 
by the built-in 3.5 inch full color TFT LCD or an external monitor or TV via RCA 
output jack. A full function “business card size” IR remote control is included for 

ease of viewing.

MPV-330 records for four hours per charge of the built-in rechargeable lithium ion battery pack. Unlike other units, the 
rechargeble battery is easily removable, so if you need addition record time in the field, a spare battery can be 
quickly installed for another 4 hours recording. The MPV-330 can also be utilized as an external hard drive to store or 
read data or image files via USB interface.

Unit includes IR remote controller, AC adaptor/recharger, RCA con-
nector cables, mini USB 2.0 cable, earphone, user manual, Lithium  
ion battery and warranty.
80 Hour Pocket-Sized Digital Video Recorder $750.00  40 Hour 
Pocket-Sized Digital Video Recorder $650.00
      More Detailed Info On The Net @
    http://www.pimall.com/nais/dvr40.html

NanoTek!
Shirt-Pocket Sized Micro Digital Video 
Recorder With Audio!  World's Smallest Micro 
Video Digital Recorder With Screen. Great For 
Covert  Body Video, Undercover Or Any Type  
Of Covert Video Surveillance Operation.
8.8 Hours Recording Time!
You have likely reviewed some DVRs and note that there are a lot of digital video surveillance recording options on 
the market but nothing like this! NanoTek is the world's smallest covert digital video recorder with a viewing screen! 
This baby is shirt-pocket sized! You can easily fit it in your shirt or pants pocket or hide is just about anywhere. 

 Great For Covert Body Video, Undercover Or Any Type Of Covert Video Surveillance Operation. Look At These 
Amazing Features And Specs:
!• 2.5 Inch LCD Color Screen • 32 MB If Internal Memory • SD Card Slot Gives You Up To 1 GB Of Memory 
(SD Card Not Included) • Resolution Os An Amazing 320 X 240 •  Built In Mic And Speaker  • Use As a 
Digita Audio Recorder! • Interfaces With USB Jack • Earphone Jack • Power Source: Recharable Battery 
• Built-In Charger Through Power Adapter • Size is a tiny nano: 96 X 77 X 20 mm •  Weight is only: 110 grams
 without battery NanoTek! Only $495.00

   More Detailed Info On The Net @ 
         http://www.pimall.com/nais/nanodvr.html
Portable 6 Hour Digital Video Recorder
 This small portable lightweight recorder can be body worn or easily fit into a 
shirt or coat pocket, This compact recorder is only 4 1/2 x 3 1/4 x 3/4 in size. 
Unit comes with  Mini VRR device, Remote controller with battery, 2 RCA to 
mini-plug cables, USB cable, AC power adapter, Driver CD (for 98SE & ME, 
Win2k & XP not needed), Instruction manual. $350.00

  More Detailed Info On The Net @
         http://www.pimall.com/nais/dvr6.html
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SmartEyes Covert Video Cameras With Built In Digital Video Recorder!
 A NEW GENERATION OF COVERT DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDING!

 MOTION ACTIVATED COVERT VIDEO CAMERAS WITH BULIT-IN DIGITAL VIDEO 
RECORDERS! EASY AND FAST SET IT AND FORGET IT FUNCTION!

Our exclusive SmartEyes covert video recorders work by themselves with instant set-up. Since 
they have a digital video recorder built right into them, there is no need to hassle with how to re-
cord covert video. These are top of the line covert video cameras and recoders than also have 
motion detection. The motion detection lets you trigger the camera to record only when motion is 
detected.  Images can be recorded as fast as 3 frames per second (fps) or as slow as 1 frame per 
minute. Record duration after detected motion is also user programmable. Included 16Mb MMC 
card will record 3,000 images. Optional 64Mb card will record 12,000 images. Larger cards 
(128Mb, 256Mb and 512Mb) will increase image capacity accordingly. Model Selections include: 
Small Motion Detector SmartEyes Covert Video Camera And Digital Recorder - Executive Clock 
SmartEyes Covert Video Camera And Digital Recorder -  Clock Radio SmartEyes Covert Video 
Camera And Digital Recorder -  Air Purifier SmartEyes Covert Video Camera And Digital Re-
corder - Mantel Clock SmartEyes Covert Video Camera And Digital Recorder $795.00

   More Detailed Information On Smart-Eyes Covert Video 
Cameras Can Be Found  On The Net Off Of:
http://pimall.com/nais/e.menu-b.html

The PI HighTek! A New Generation
 9.9 Mega Pixel Digital Micro Camera
 It's A Still Digital Camera, Video Camera And 
 Web Camera And Digital Audio Recorder All In One Unit!
Up To 7,000 Pics And 10 Hours Of Video Recording Time!
We have seen a lot of digital cameras come along but nothing like the PI HighTek. Because of it's small size and high 
resolution, as well as the fact that it does both digital still and video, this tiny unit is ideal for covert surveillance use! 
You can even use it as a micdo audio recorder. This fully feautured digital camera combines ultra slim design (fits 
easily in your back pocket), audio & video recording, strobe flash, SD card compatibility, great silver finish and stylish 
design with 2.0"" TFT screen. The mega pixel sensor is interpolated to an astonishing 9.9 mega pixel resolution! 
Other great features include: aluminum cover, webcam function, electronic shutter, auto ISO, microphone & speaker 
& our exclusive software that enables PC connected shooting! Comes with an extra large 2" screen." With the SD 
technology built into this camera, you can get up to 7,000 pics or 10 hours of digital video recording time. $350.00

   More Detailed Information On The Net Off Of:
http://pimall.com/nais/9megapixels.html

New Generation 6.0 Mega Pixel Digital Still Camera
 With Video recording Ability
 You are going to love the same size and new generation advanced 
function of this easy to use 6.0 mega pixel combination digital still cam-
era and video camera. Only $195.00

   More Details On The 6.0 Mega Pixel @ 
http://www.pimall.com/nais/megapixelcamera.html
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AMAZING MICRO SIZED 
DIGITAL VIDEO CAMCORDER
Micro Digital Camcorders Have Arrived!
Smaller-Cheaper-More Powerful Than Ever Before
A BREATHTAKING PERFORMANCE 
DIGITAL VIDEO CAMERA 
This digital video camera is so small, you can almost 
hide it in the palm of your hand. The perfect video cam-
era for those out-of-the-car surveillance needs. It is very 
small, it's and it is very light weight! In fact, it's the small-
est, and lightest digital video camera in the word and it's 
at an AMAZING price  with all it's advanced- state-of-the 
art surveillance features. It comes with a memory card 

for storing 17.5 minutes of high quality video and you can expand that with a memory card you 
can get anywhere  for up to 2 hours and 20 minutes of video! $295.00

  More Information And Detailed Specs  On The Net @ 
http://pimall.com/nais/microcamcorder.html

PI BLUE!
MULTI-FUNCTION PORTABLE DIGITAL CAMERA
A Still Digital Camera, A Digital Video Camera, A WebCam, And 
A USB Digital Data Storage And Computer Data Grabber
Look no further for the ultimate in portability. and wearability. miniaturiza-
tion technology unites incredibly small form with dynamic function in this 
sleek digital camera. Built for work on the go. Now it's those moments 
captured that were once missed. Now you can make instant evidence with 
the PI BLUE. Wherever, whenever - whatever! Just point and shoot - it's 
that easy. The internal 416b (SDRAM) memory lets you take 60 pictures in 
VGA mode which can be shared and exchanged on any PC. In fact, go 
right ahead and store or transfer any digital file on a PC with this device.PI Blue is multifunction and also 
gives you the ability to record those hard-to-get short video shots you always wished you had the ability to 
get with your out-of-the-vehicle checks!  $69.95

  More Information And Detailed Specs  On The Net @
http://www.pimall.com/nais/digigr.html

DIGITAL CAMERA 
BUILT INTO A CIGARETTE LIGHTER
This covert digital camera is built-in to a imitation cigarette lighter. It not 
only can take photos but also can be used as a PC camera. This unit is 
equipped with a 64MB SDRAM memory. Stores 104 images (standard 
640x480 resolution) or 30 images (High 1280x960 resolution). Images 
are easily downloaded to your computer via included USB cable. The 
perfect tool for the novice as well as professional investigator. Features 
automatic exposure and  auto white balance for great pictures every 
time. Includes camera, user's manual, software CD and USB cable. 

Only $89.95
  More Information And Detailed Specs  On The Net @

http://www.pimall.com/nais/lightercamera.html

EVEN MORE DIGITAL CAMERAS ON THE WEB!
http://www.pimall.com/nais/spycameras.html
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TINY TECH
THE WORLD’S SMALLEST DIGITAL VOICE RECORDER 
AND AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE RECORDER

 We have seen a lot of digital tape recorders in the last few years both nothing 
like this one. This is the world's smallest 18 hour digital recorder which is 
about the size of those plastic Bic lighters. It's no small in fact, that it's manu-
facturing has to be done under optical magnification! Not only that, this unit 
has top quality recording results with really advanced features but it is quite 
easy to operate. Look at these features for this all-in-one recorder:

 • Investigative Voice Recorder
Record up to 396 messages in four separate file folders. The Tiny Tech  is ca-
pable of recording just one or a few messages up to 18 hours long! Use the 
built in microphone or the supplied external mic for crystal clear digital 
recordings.  Adjust the quality of recording as needed (Higher quality uses 
more memory).  All recordings can be easily uploaded to your computer for 

emailing or editing with the user friendly software (provided).  The Tiny Tech is EXCELLENT for recording 
investigative interviews as well as meetings and lectures because of it's top sound quality.

• Automatic Telephone Recorder
The TINY TECH plugs directly into the phone jack (see accessories picture below).  Both sides of the 
conversation are recorded from any line in the house (even cordless phones).  The quality is extremely 
clear,  just as if you were listening yourself.  The recorder can be left unattended for days or months and 
record up to 18 hours of phone conversations. The recorder makes no sounds or beeps on the phone line 
and records both sides of a conversation with excellent crystal clear results.   When in voice activation 
mode, the Tiny Tech will start and stop automatically and won't 'auto shut-off .'

• Mini Digital Storeage Drive
Download files to the TINY TECH and use it as a 64MB hard drive. Y0u can use it to transfer files from 
your office computer to your home computer and back as well as from your clients computer to your own 
hard drive.

• MP3 player
 Download up to 64mb worth of your favorite music for easy listening.  Full bandwidth Hi-Fi digital stereo 
can be obtained through the earphones, or use the line out cord (supplied) to plug the Tiny-Tech directly 
into your car or home stereo.   Downloading music from your PC is easy and the supplied software is user friendly.
16 HOUR TINY TECH DIGITAL RECORDER $195.00  - 18 HOUR TINY TECH DIGITAL RECORDER $239.95

  More Information And Detailed Specs  On The Net @
http://www.pimall.com/nais/zippy.html

DIASONIC DIGITAL RECORDERS 
AND AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE TAPE RECORDERS
Diasonic brand digital recorders with the automatic long play telephone tape recorder kits are 
known throughout the world for their high quality and excellent crystal clear recorder ability. These 
small micro digital recorders are the top of the line. The Diasonic model is  pictured above next to 
Tiny Tech. Several different models to pick from.
22 Hour Diasonic Digital Recorder $195.00
45 Hour Diasonic Digital Recorder $250.00
90 Hour Diasonic Digital Recorder $295.00

  More Information And Detailed Specs  On The Net @
http://pimall.com/nais/e.record.html
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Covert Pen Bug Detector
The Covert Pen Bug Detector can protect you from hidden cameras, bugs and wiretaps.  
Push button design saves valuable battery life. The red flashing frequency will increase 
while approaching the signal and is detectable up to 10 feet. This is a functioning ball point 
pen and stylus for touch screen devices. Look at these features: 
  • Detects Bugs • Detect Wiretaps • Detects Hidden Video Cameras
 • Built Into A Working Pen • Detection Ten Feet Away • Covert Use
 The one and only all-in-one state-of-the-art covert pen detector will serve you well in a 
covert fashion! Normal pricing $99.50. Your Cost Only $49.95

  More Information And Detailed Specs  On The Net @
http://www.pimall.com/nais/rfpen.html

New Generation JM-20 Pro
Fast Countermeasures Scanning From 1 GHZ TO 6 GHZ
The JM-20 PRO is a time proven high quality and dependable RF detection meter. Now updated to 
detect RF signals from 1GHz to 6GHz.  New high-gain flexible antenna covers entire frequency range, 
no need to switch antennas and double your work to find bugging devices! No longer can the new 4.2 
and 5.8 GHz transmitting devices hide form the JM-20 PRO. The compact size and silent vibration 
alert enables you to conceal it on your body for private sweeping of wireless listening and video 
transmissions.
Features: • Ultra Sensitive Five Section LED bar Graph • Silent Alert Mode-Vibration
 • Variable Tone Alert • Built-in Rechargeable Battery  • High Frequency Coverage 1MHz-6GHz
 • Earphone included  • New Flexible Hi-Gain Antenna • RF Sensitivity Adjustment • Heavy Duty 
Metal Case
The JM-20 PRO, with it's 5 section bar graph to detect proximity of transmitters, has also proven itself 
as a quality professional sweep unit. It's sturdy and durable metal case assures years of service. Powered 
by a rechargeable NiCad battery, unit comes complete with recharger and earphone. $279.95

  More Information And Detailed Specs  On The Net @
http://www.pimall.com/nais/jm20new.html

New Generation Foxhound Pro
The new Foxhound Pro is the newest top quality portable RF bug detector of the millennium! 
It can be used to detect and locate hidden transmitters (bugs) in your home, office, or car. 
Use the Millennium Foxhound Pro to perform a professional RF sweep of your premises. De-
signed with the latest in microchip countermeasure technology, the Millennium Foxhound Pro 
has an operational range of 30 MHz to 3GHz. This state-of-the-art unit has features normally 
reserved for bigger more pricey units. Don't let it's small size fool you. 
 Look at these state-of-the-art features:
 ! • Amazing Range Of 30 Mhz to 3 Ghz Sweep Function
 ! • Visual LED Relative Signal Meter In Bright Red Lights
 ! • Geiger-Counter Field Strength Sound Application
 ! • Push-Button Sound Verification Mode
! • Ear-Plug For Covert Sweeping And Verification.
 ! • Easy-Access Audio Gain Volume Control Knob
 ! • RF Sensitivity Gain Control Adjustment Knob
 ! • Quick Pull-Out Built-in Telescopic Antenna
 ! • Attractive Light Weight Hard Steel-Rolled Case
 ! • Easy-Access Control Functions All In One Place
! • Size Has Been Specifically Engineered For Easy On Hand Sweeping
This new handheld RF detector has a built-in telescopic antenna, and is more sensitive than the old "probe 
type" models, and is much easier to handle. The signal strength meter gives you a visual display when you 
come into contact with a transmission device, while the Geiger counter-type audio allows you to hear when 
you are coming closer to a bug. An earphone is included when private detection is a concern. Unlike low-end 
gear-the the New Millennium Foxhound Pro is included in a cold-rolled steel case and is top quality. It's quite 
attractive and really simple to use! if you hit a signal, it's ease to switch over to verification mode to deter-
mine if what you have hit is an actual bug or a radio station or other non-threatening signal. $595.00

  More Information And Detailed Specs  On The Net @
http://www.pimall.com/nais/fhpro.html
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Spy Finder
Instantly Locates Any Covert Video Camera Wired Or Wireless
The SpyFinder hidden camera detector/locator is the most reliable and easy to use technology on 
the market for making sure that your private actions are not being watched. Its function is based 
on the principle of optical augmentation. This technical jargon refers to the phenomenon where 
light reflected from a focused optical system, such as a video camera, is reflected along the same 
path as the incident light. This means that if a hidden camera is illuminated and viewed with the 
SpyFinder technology, then a strong reflection from the target camera will reveal its position to the 
user.
 The SpyFinder exploits this phenomenon by using a ring of ultra-bright LEDs arranged around a 
viewing port. When a user scans a room looking through the viewing port, a hidden 

camera appearing in the field of view will brightly reflect the light from the LEDs. $269.00
  More Information And Detailed Specs  On The Net @

http://www.pimall.com/nais/spyfinder.html

Bluetooth Micro Bug Detector- with 
Analog/Digital selection switch and Vibrate Mode
Applied with fuzzy scanning technology to detect wireless cameras, tapping, cellular phones and 
other radio frequency devices. This unit will help you  protect your privacy or protect information 
from being disclosed secretly.   The Micro Bug Detector/PLUS with Analog / Digital selection 
switch. Set the A-D switch to D, unit has stronger indication for the digital signals of Bluetooth, 
WLAN, Wi-Fi, cellular phone and Digital Spread Spectrum wireless products, etc. Specially de-
signed for easy and simple use, does not require complicated installation or any professional 
knowledge. $195.00

  More Information And Detailed Specs  On The Net @
http://www.pimall.com/nais/bluetooth.html

Standard Bug Detector
Beeper size Camera / Mobile / Bug Detector
Made for general use, no need for professional electronic training or knowledge.
Pictured Above Without Digital Switch
This unique technique is applied to detect peeping cameras, tapping, cellular phones and other radio fre-
quency devices.  Avoid peeping or tapping to protect privacy or protect information being disclosed 
secretly.  Stop disturbance of cellular phones communication within desired control areas.
The New Generation  Standard  Bug Detector has 3 LEDs.  When it discovers cellular phone or peeping camera, the 
LEDs will light from Level 1 to Level 2 to Level 3, and the beeping sound will change from Slow to Rapid indicating 
the strength of detected signal. Unit has Vibration warning mode, just set the switch to Silent.  It will reduce the em-
barrassing of beep sound when scanning an environment.  User also can detect by earphone hearing without others 
aware.  Specially designed for easy and simple use, which does not require complicated installation ro any profes-
sional knowledge. $89.95

  More Information And Detailed Specs  On The Net @
http://www.pimall.com/nais/rfdetector.html

  
Tap Trap III Wiretap Detector
The TAP TRAP III ™ detects wiretap devices placed. on single line phone 
systems. It will detect series taps, parallel taps and capacitively coupled 
taps. It weighs 7 oz. and is furnished in a high impact case that measures 
4.25" x 3.25" x 1.5". The unit comes complete with all necessary plugs, 
cords, adapters, battery and an informative, illustrated instruction man-
ual. $149.95

  More Information And Detailed Specs  On The Net @
http://www.pimall.com/nais/taptrap.html

HUNDREDS OF OTHER COUNTERMEASURES GEAR 
REVIEWS ON THE WEB @

http://www.pimall.com/nais/e.menu-d.html
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CPM-700 Countersurveillance Sweep Kit 
The CPM-700 is a broadband receiver designed to de-
tect and locate all major types of electronic surveillance 
devices i ncluding room, phone, body bugs, video 
transmitters, and tape recorders. 
Broadband receivers such as the CPM-700 provide a very impor-
tant cost-effective tool for professional sweep teams, government 
security personnel, and private citizens with important security 
needs. The CPM-700 is very effective for rapidly detecting and 
locating transmitted signals, while being very easy to learn to use. 
The CPM-700 sweep kit includes a custom Cordura case that con-

tains all items necessary to conduct a professional sweep. There are several "imitations" of the CPM-700 on 
the market because of it's success as a product. While some of these copies may be cheaper, they do not 
provide the frequency performance and sensitivity of the CPM-700. We guarantee it! Advantages:
• Portable Sweep Kit - provides everything needed to perform a professional sweep; fits inside a standard 
briefcase.
• Multi-Functional Utility - Comes with probes to detect RF transmitters (audio and video), carrier current 
transmitters, and telephone bugs. Probes also available to detect for infrared transmitters, tape recorders, 
and acoustic leakage.
•  Wideband Coverage - from 200Hz to over 3GHz with no holes or gaps.
•  Monitor Mode - after a sweep, the alarm monitor (silent or audible alert) guards against new devices 
brought in or remote control activation of surveillance devices.
Auxiliary Audio Input - allows user to listen to telephones or lines for "hotmikes," hookswitch by-pass and 
"infinity" bugs. Unknown wires and cables can be tested for wired microphones. Base Price from $2495.00

  Several Different Models And options. Go to:
http://www.pimall.com/nais/cpm700.html

CRS-1 Professional Countermeasures Kit
•  Total RF Spectrum Coverage- 400 KHz to 3 GHz.
•  Full Carrier Current Detection- 20 to 400 KHz.
•  Infrared Light And Laser Beam Bug Detection.
•  High RF Sensitivity- Locates Bugs As Low As 1 mw
•  Full Status Display Shows Operating Conditions.
•  Illuminated, Segmented PED Bar Graph Indicator.
•  Made In The USA, Full One Year Warranty
The perfect countermeasures tool for both professionals and amateurs. The CSR-
1 Countermeasures Receiver is a state-of-the-art multipurpose system that com-
bines all essential countersurveillance functions in one compact kit. Extremely user 
friendly and comes complete with an easy to understand, comprehensive operating manual. The R.F. probe 
“hunts down” hidden phone, room or body bugs, remote control signals, computer, fax or telex transmitters, 
video transmitters, pulsed tracking transmitters and even wide band frequency hopping or “burst” bugs. The 
included I.R. probe checks A.C. outlets, phone lines, or suspicious wires for very low frequency (V.L.F.) car-
rier current eavesdropping. I.R. probe is also used for detecting eavesdropping devices using infrared light 
or laser beams. The audio verification test allows user to actually hear the transmitted audio feedback signal 
from the hidden transmitter “bug,” providing positive proof of the presence of a listening device. In-
cluded headphones allow user to listen to transmitters without alerting the eavesdropper. Front 
panal includes: Relative Signal Bar Graph, Volume Control, RF Gain Control, Headphone Input, RF/
IR Probe Inputs. System powered by 6 “AA” alkaline batteries (included). $1495.00

  More Information And Detailed Specs  On The Net @
http://www.pimall.com/nais/e.counter.kit.html

Audio Jammer
Keep your private conversations private! The AJ-34 AUDIO JAMMER protects your sensitive room 
conversations by generating a random masking sound which desensitizes any near-by microphone.
Effective against any microphone based eavesdropping device including tape recorders, RF trans-
mitters, hard-wired microphones (including contact type) and shotgun microphones. It also protects 
against microwave or laser reflection pickups. Because the sound from the jammer varies randomly in fre-
quency and amplitude, it cannot be easily filtered and the only sound the eavesdropper will hear is the jam-
mer noise. $169.00

  More Info: http://www.pimall.com/nais/e.counter-c.html
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New Generation Cyber Eye
Now the world famous, proven reliable CyberEye-Cam gets even better! Smaller than a 
baseball, the new IC-100A CyberEye-Cam is ready to instantly and silently record up to 
680 images in it's own built-in memory. Each image is time, date, and sequence number 
stamped. Adjustable sensitivity motion activation means fewer wasted images, allowing 
the CyberEye-Cam to stay on the job longer, and let you know what's going on in you 
home or business. Built-in IR LED's even capture great images in total darkness!  
Stored images can be played on your monitor or TV or re-recorded on your VCR. "Key-
chain" remote control for Arm/Disarm and "emergency" image recording. Easy to set up 
and use, unit comes with complete comprehensive instruction manual. 
New Generation Features

• Automatic image capture when intrusion detected. (Motion Activated) • Captured im-
ages are automatically saved in the built-in memory. • Image capture in total darkness using built-in IR 
LEDs.  • Convenient setup menu using on screen display. (Your TV or Monitor) • Display of recorded date, 
time and sequence. • Deletion of all the saved images. • Deletion of selected saved images.  • Number of 
images taken during alarm adjustable. (1-8) • Recording interval time adjustable. (1-59 seconds)  • Detection 
sensitivity adjustable. • CCTV camera function and live video recording by connection to VCR  • Continuous 
image capture function by emergency button on remote control  • Easy to capture, confirm and delete the 
images using remote control. $295.00

  More Info: 
http://www.pimall.com/nais/cybereyetwo.html

CyberEye ECO  Motion Activated Auto Dialer
The CyberEye ECO is a motion activated auto-dialer that will notify you via tele-
phone and allow you to listen in and even talk back to intruders. Easy to program, 
dials up to 5 phone/cell numbers and 1 pager number. Ideal for use in lake 
houses or vacation homes.
Distinctive features: • Detects intrusion and fire • Calls up to five phone numbers/
one pager number • Sound monitoring and warning to the intruder directly from 
outside via speakerphone (two-way communication) • Informs the situation being 
detected via a coded message • Additional features:

 • Quick and easy installation • System gives notice with a recorded voice message • Compatible with all 
communication lines (Tone, Pulse, ADSL or ISSDN) • System can stop the calling sequence after users con-
firm the situation • Emergency call can be made even if the phone or fax line is bus  • 24 hours intrusion 
and fire monitoring with no maintenance cost $195.00

  More Info: http://www.pimall.com/nais/cybereyeeco.htm

Invisible UV Marking Pen With Built-In UV Light
These pens mark anything in an invisible manner which can only be viewed with a UV light. The pen has 
a built-in UV light on it’s tip. Use it for security marking of just about anything or to mark screw-head 
placement of electric outlets and phone jacks for countermeasures jobs.  Once marked, a quick-look with 
the UV light will tell you if the outlet has been tampered with. Normal Pricing $29.95 Each On Sale Now! 
Two Security Pens for $19.95  Four Security Pens For $38.00 (Only $9.50 each)  Six Security Pens For 
$$49.95 (Only $8.32 Each) Twelve Security Pens For $78.00 (Only $6.50 Each)

  More Info: http://www.pimall.com/nais/countermeasurespen.html

Designer Surveillance See-Behind-You Sunglasses
These spy glasses look like an ordinary pair of high fashion sun glasses. Yet they 
have a unique feature...you can see behind you. The lenses on these spy glasses 
have a special coating that allows you to look straight ahead and still see what is 
going on behind you. These handsome designer sunglasses are a great surveil-
lance aid since you can look straight ahead but see behind you! It's as if you have 
a built-in rear vision covert mirror! With them, no one can sneak up behind you. 
Aside from covert surveillance and investigative use, they are also great for walk-
ing and biking since you can see cars behind you without turning your head. They 
make great gifts for investigators and cops who simply love them! These are high quality designer surveil-
lance sunglasses that come in an attractive and expensive looking case. The very best rear-vision surveil-
lance sunglasses made. Normal Pricing $39.95. On sale now! Two pair for $29.95

  More Info: http://www.pimall.com/nais/designersunglasses.html g
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SlimTRAK!
A REAL TIME GPS COVERT CAR TRACKER!
The Smallest And Easiest To Use Covert  Real Time Car 
Tracker In The Word! Real Time GPS Covert Car Tracking Just 
Got Easier, Smaller And Cheaper!
Weighting in at only 3.6 ounces, the all new SlimTRAK real time tracking system makes 
all others obsolete! No more complicated wiring or GPS antenna mounting. Due to new 
state-of-the-art "high sensitivity antenna" technology, the very small SlimTRAK tracker is 
completely self contained, including 4 standard "AA"  batteries that power the unit for a full 
3 months. Of course, if you prefer a permanent installation, connection assembly with 
battery back up is also available.

INSTALLS IN SECONDS: Once activated, SlimTRAK can be installed anywhere in the vehicle, including 
trunk, under seat, in glove box, or any other convenient location. For covert applications, our custom fitted 
waterproof magnetic case allows for quick installation under the vehicle or under hood. Unit can easily be 
moved from one vehicle to another. Also great for protecting heavy equipment, boats, industrial equipment 
and dozens of other items.
EXTREMELY EASY TO USE:  No rocket scientist need here! Unit operates using GPS and GSM communi-
cation technology. To track your vehicle, simply access the SlimTRAK website from any internet active com-
puter, type in your password, and a detailed map with tracking information appears. Info includes time, 
speed of vehicle, street address of vehicle and last stop. Updates every 5 minutes, to keep you on target. 
Unit can be programmed for for faster or slower update frequency, if desired. Toll free customer support as-
sures that all your questions be answered promptly. 
ECONOMICAL: Not only does the SlimTRAK costs hundreds less than other real-time systems, but website 
subscription fees for tracking server are also much less and based on actual usage. You can pay for unlim-
ited tracking usage for only $36.00 a month or pick individual hit usage for much less.
NO BRAINER!  This is it! Real time tracking for the pro and the novice. It could not be any easier or economical.
SlimTRAK is only $995.00

  More Detailed Information, Sample Maps And Reports 
Can Be Viewed Off Of: http://www.pimall.com/nais/slimtrak.html

ProTrak Scout GPS Covert Vehicle Data Logger
Pro Trak GPS logging system records and stores all vehicle activitys, this unit has mag-
netic mount and must be retrieved from vehicle in order to download information. Battery 
life appx. 30Hrs or direct connect is an option. $695.00

  More Detailed Information, Sample Maps And Reports
Can Be Viewed Off Of: 
http://www.pimall.com/nais/proscount.html

Six Mile Super Zoom Surveillance Binoculars
With 80X Super Zoom! We have searched the world for 
the perfect fit for a compact power binoculars for covert 
surveillance and this is it!
These compact binocular allows you to view at 20x magnification and then zoom-
in for pinpoint accuracy to 80x power, without ever losing sight of you object. The 
Z-80 Superzoom™ has high performance prisms and fully coated lenses that pro-
vide exceptionally sharp, high-contrast images. Very compact, you can hold these 
in the palm of your hand! Complete with case, neck strap, lens cap and tripod 

adapter. $145.00
  More Details On The Web At: 

http://www.pimall.com/nais/superzoom.html

THIS CATALOG IS JUST A SMALLL SAMPLE!
Thousands Of Other Investigative Products, Investigative Aids

And Resources On The Web!
http://www.pimall.com/nais
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WHITE HOUSE SITUATION 
ROOM POLO SHIRT
The White House Situation Room is inside the 
basement of the West Wing of the White House 
and monitors the world situation for the President 
Of The United States 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week and 365 days a year. It's one of the most 
"no access" places inside the West Wing even for 
those who work there themselves. Only you know 
you don't work there or have special connections! 
These rare White House Situation Room polo 
shirts are just the impressive gift for someone 
else or yourself. The Situation Room polo carries 

a most unique logo. The American Eagle carries the 2 lighting bolts in his talons signifying the 
readiness and strike mode of America and the ability to obtain information at a moment's notice! 
100% cotton Navy Blue polo with reinforced collar and sleeves. Specify Large, Extra Larger and 
XX large. $39.95

COUNTER TERRORISM UNIT 
HOMELAND SECURITY LOGO GOLF SHIRT
 American made for comfort and fit! 
 What an impression you'll make at your next casual business meeting, 
golf or social  event sporting this brand new top of the line sport shirt in 
soft combed 100% cotton.  Athletic Grey Sport Shirt with large and color-
ful Counter Terrorism Unit Logo, embroidered with the attention to quality 
and detail you've come to expect. This logo is just now made available to 
the public. Impressive. Makes a Powerful Statement! This garment 
is the excellent quality that you expect from a specialty clothing store or 

expensive Pro shop. The new 
Counter Terrorism Task Force - Homeland Security Logo is 
tastefully and precisely  embroidered on the left chest. 
Men’s sizes Small to 2X Large $59.95

WHITE HOUSE AIR FORCE ONE
ATTACHE CASE
WOW! Talk about impressing your friends and clients! 
Walk in with an attache case 
with the Presidential Air 
Force One logo on the front 
and take command! Loaded 
with compartments and all 

the upgrades. Great flight bag and laptop case! You'll be the talk of 
the day! $129.95

AIR FORCE ONE PRESIDENTIAL CAP
Only you know that you have likely not had a ride on Air Force 
One! This top of the line cap features the Presidential Seal with a 
handsome looking brim. $19.95 

  MORE FROM THE WHITE HOUSE 
COLLECTION!  A COMPLETE LINE OF IMPRESSIVE WHITE HOUSE AND CIA 
PRODUCTS!
WHITE HOUSE COLLECTION: http://www.pimall.com/nais/whitehousemenu.html
CIA COLLECTION: http://www.pimall.com/nais/ciacollection.html 
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SPECIAL INVITATION TO JOIN.........
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 
INVESTIGATIVE SPECIALISTS

 “ The Organization The Pays To Belong To
Instead Of  Just Costs To Join!”

The National Association Of Investigative Specialists is an 
American trade association of private investigative profes-
sionals that focuses in on marketing investigative services, 
developing new investigative techniques, providing training 
programs for those in practice or those wishing to enter the 

profession, developing positive media coverage of the investigative profession, acting as 
a center for case referrals and positive publicity referrals to members, keeping up with 
and reporting emerging trends and providing the overall membership with group buying 
power. Just some of the benefits of NAIS membership include:

! ♦ Listing in the high traffic NAIS online membership directory
! ♦ Certificate of membership
! ♦ Free web page inside piclassified.com
! ♦ Special discounts on books and equipment
! ♦ Massive online members only newsletter
! ♦ Massive members only web site and pages
! ♦ Networking and case referrals
! ♦ Excellent list serves and forums
! ♦ Computerized investigative forms
! ♦ Graphics and logos
! ♦ Discounts from other industry vendors

You can find more benefit listings and listen to actual audio of what actual NAIS mem-
bers have to say about their NAIS membership and how it has helped them and their 
business by going to:
      !                            http://www.pimall.com/nais/nais.j.html
You can also register as an NAIS member only by going to the above web address, fill 
out the form below or call 512.719.3595. NAIS registration is only $85.00 for two years 
(plus $8.00 insured UPS shipping for your membership package. Total: $93.00)  

NAIS REGISTRATION (Enclose $93.00) 

NAME:___________________________ LIC #:_________________ 
COMPANY:_______________________________________________
ADDRESS:_______________________________________________
CITY, STATE, 
ZIP:____________________________________________
PHONE:_________FAX: _____________ EMAIL:_______________ 
WEB: _________________________
SPECIALIZATIONS: ________________________________________
Phone In @ 512.719.3595
Mail to: NAIS, P O Box 82148, Austin, Texas 78708
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CERTIFICATIONS AND REMOTE SEMINARS FROM
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INVESTIGATIVE SPECIALISTS
NAIS has developed certificate certification training and remote seminars that you take at your 
own pace. These certifications include a large bundle of training material you study in the form of 
books, manuals and CDs. They also include a test you take when you are done studying your 
material. After you take the test, you mail it in for review and grading. Upon successful comple-
tion, you are issued a certificate of certification in your name.

NAIS CERTIFICATION IN PRE-EMPLOYMENT SCREENING
 AND BACKGROUND INVESTIGATIONS (C.P.S.B.I.) $295.00
Here is expert training in conducting background investigations and pre-employment screening. An ex-
tensive certification  from The National Association Of Investigative Specialists, Inc. that can help make 
you the expert in your area in the booming area of conducting pre-employment screenings services and 
background checks. The trailing material consists of four training manuals, an interactive CD and a 208 
question test you take after studying the material.  One you take the test and send it in for grading, a 
handsome NAIS certification is issued in your name in Pre-Employment Screening And Background In-
vestigation. 

  More Info off of: http://www.pimall.com/nais/preemp.certification.html

CERTIFIED MISSING PERSONS 
INVESTIGATOR (CMPI) $295.00

The Nation's Top Home Study Course 
On Skip Tracing and Locating Missing 
Persons! 

Eight manuals and four CDs plus your test 
that gives you a certification certificate 
upon successful completion. This is a huge 
training program that teaches you step-by-
step how to skip trace and locate missing 

persons. This is one of the most popular NAIS certifications and it has been updated 
many times. Check it out! 

  DETAILS ONLINE OFF OF: http://www.pimall.com/nais/c.cmpi.html
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NEW! 
Certified Email Tracing Seminar
With Joseph Seanor $225.00

The World's Top Training On Leaning To Trace Email! 
 Learn to track and trace emails and make more 
money with your investigative agency from one of the 
nation’s leading  experts!  Certification consists of 
seminar book, CD and test. Complete the test, send it 
in for review and upon successful completion, you 
are issued a certification in EMail tracing in your 
name from The National Association Of Investigative 
Specialists.

   DETAILS ONLINE OFF OF: http://www.pimall.com/nais/emailtracing.html

The Complex Legal 
Investigation Seminar
With James Harbert $295.00

You obtain the complete package of 
James Harbert training material in-
cluding the book, Complex Legal In-
vestigation and six training CD's on 
various aspects of complex legal in-
vestigation. Each training CD has the 
latest information along with a test 
you send in for grading once you 
complete it. Upon successful com-
pletion of each test, you are issued a certificate of completion in your name for taking 
each section. It's like attending eight mini seminars with six different certificates. You’ll 
obtain  the book, Complex Legal Investigation and six training CDs with a test for each 
one which include:
Complex Legal Investigation The Book
Crash Data Retrieval Seminar  CD
Slip And Fall Accident Investigation Seminar  CD
Machine Guarding Investigation Seminar CD
Wood Power Pole Case Investigation Seminar  CD
Trial Presentation Training Seminar  CD
Legal And Digital Investigative Photography Seminar  CD

   MORE DETAILS OFF OF: http://www.pimall.com/nais/harbertseminar.html

CERTIFIED INSURANCE CLAIMS INVESTIGATOR $295.00
   DETAILS OFF OF:  http://www.pimall.com/nais/cer-ins.html

CERTIFIED ONLINE SEARCHING AND INTERNET INVESTIGATOR $250.00
  DETAILS OFF OF: http://www.pimall.com/nais/cer-net.html
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SOUND PRO II
SUPER AMPLIFIED SHOTGUN MIC
WHEN TOP PERFORMANCE SOUND AMPLIFICATION RE-
SULTS ARE A REQUIREMENT!
BROADCAST QUALITY CLEAR AND CHRISP RESULTS!
There are many inexpensive shotgun mics on the market today 
but this one uses one of the best shotgun directional mics on the 
market. More than that, the SoundPro II features double ampli-
fied sound enhancement and noise filtering for the very best re-
sults in sound amplification. The Sound Pro II- is the most powerful unidirectional microphone 
system. The 10" microphone actually is two microphones in one. One high power microphone 
element  faces forward to capture sounds that are "aimed" at. The second microphone "cancels" 
noises coming in from the sides, thereby creating the "extended range" effect. The Sound Pro II 
features a background noise filter switch and output jack for tape recorder. We feel we have put 
together the very best shotgun mic package on the market with the top-of-the-line shotgun mic, 
custom engineered high gain sound amp and specially selected stereo headphones in a very 
compact size.   This unit comes complete with microphone handle, camera mount, 1 Watt RMS 
amplifier (+120Db Gain), Sony digital quality folding headset, 6' tape recorder connector cable, 
"AA" battery for microphone, 9-Volt Battery for amplifier, and slide lock hard carry case. 6 month 
warranty. $295.00
!   More Detail, Features And Specs On The Net Off Of:
 http://www.pimall.com/nais/supershot.html

PARABOLIC EAR SOUND SYSTEM
The Parabolic Ear Sound System is an exceptionally portable and rug-
ged parabolic microphone which is the price buster of competitive 
models. The detachable cone is only 12 inches in diameter and is con-
structed of waterproof, shock proof material. This product increases 
sound 37 times and, in certain cases depending upon other surround-
ing noise and wind, you can pick up a bird call at 400 yards. Our Para-
bolic Ear uses a very sensitive microphone with intricate circuitry to 
amplify sound (do not confuse with cheap look-a-like toys that are on 
the market). The sounds are transmitted to an extremely high grade 
amp. and then to a high grade headphones which include an auto-
matic safety shut-off that prevents harmful loud sounds from reaching 
the user's ears. Dish helps pinpoint and directionalize sound and re-
duce noise background. Unit has tape recorder patchcord for tape re-

cording. FEATURES: • AMAZING! Super Sound Amplification! • FOCUS on sounds in the direc-
tion you point the microphone.  • AUTOMATIC SHUT-OFF circuit shuts off sounds over 95 deci-
bels so loud sounds are not amplified. • INDEPENDENT VOLUME CONTROLS allows you to 
select best amplification for each ear so you can adjust for individual hearing differences. • OUT-
PUT JACK to record what you hear. • OPERATES on one 9 volt battery for 40 hours of continu-
ous  use. • WRIST STRAPS ACCESSORY Elastic bands attach the microphone to your forearm 
for hands-free operation. $185.00
!   More Detail, Features And Specs On The Net Off Of:
 http://www.pimall.com/nais/bolica.html

FREE SUBSCRIPTION TO PI NEWS!
PI NEWS is a top flight newsletter that is free. Based on your own special 

interests that you select, PI NEWS is delivered to your email address as an 
HTML web page about once a week. It contains investigative news, links, 
aids resources, and  cutting edge product reviews! You will love it so take 

the time to subscribe today.  Just go to:
http://www.pimall.com/nais/pinews.html
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